
"Woke" Nightmares 

Two courageous white women were fired from their jobs at LuluLemon 
in May because one tried to prevent some n*ggers from robbing their 
place of employment, while the other called the cops. The store is 
located in Atlanta and is designated the Peachtree Corners LuluLemon, 
just in case other members of the species Africanus criminalis are looking 
for an easy "lick." 

The black baboons burst into the store wearing masks, then snatched as 
much merchandise as the greedy bastards could manage before fleeing 
from the store and dumping their loot in a getaway car.  Then, for a brief 
moment the three returned and stood at the entrance scoping out the 
store and its employees before returning for more loot.    
 
At this point the assistant manager, Jennifer Ferguson, courageously 
yelled at them, "No, no, no, you can march right back out."  To this, one 
of the baboons replied "Chill, bitch.  Shut your ass up." 
 
The three monkey-apes are believed to have robbed the store on at least 
a dozen earlier occasions because the chain has a "zero tolerance" policy 
that prohibits employees from interfering with the many thieving black 
rat-monkeys who rob it. The Peachtree Corner LuluLemon might as well 
hang up a sign offering free merchandise to n*ggers.  
 
While the two conscientious employees who stood up to the thieving 
apes were fired by the woke imbeciles who run LuluLemon, the good 
news is that Gwinnett County Police rounded up the black bastards 
soon after they were called by the second employee, Rachel Rogers.  All 
three n*ggers have been charged with felony robbery. 
 



The two fired employees were initially questioned by a Regional 
Manager of the chain, and were then fired without severance pay.  They 
were told that it would look bad for an employee of LuluLemon to be 
calling police.  What their employer really meant was the chain was 
terrified of antagonizing the n*ggers who run Atlanta by calling police to 
arrest and charge three of their own. 
 
In a sane world, the two employees would receive raises, be given  
generous rewards and then honored at a dinner, but in this crazy world 
run by cowards, soulless MBAs and faggots, the two were fired.  If it 
were my store, all three thieves would be in bags and on their way to 
the packing-house... 
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